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AMBASSADOR NITZE
When the President initiated the SDI
[Strategic Defense Initiative] research
program, he ordered that it be conducted in full compliance with our legal
treaty obligations; he directed, fl'om its
inception, that the SDI program be
planned accordingly; there is no inten·
tion to deviate frorn that co1n1nitment.
The SDI is a research progra1n. It is
investigating the feasibility of ne\V
defensive technologies, both earth- and
space-based-no n1ore, no less. The fundamental purpose of the SDI program is
to deter1nine \Vhether and, if so, ho\v it
can contribute to the realization of a
situation in \Vhich nations can live
secure in the knowledge that their
security increasingly rests on the ability
to defend against potential attacks, thus
to deter by denial rather than merely
by the threat of mutually devastating
nuclear retaliation.
More than 13 years have elapsed
since the ABM [Anti-Ballistic Missile]
Treaty was negotiated. A number of
n1utually inconsistent statements as to
its proper interpretation have been
1nade over this time period. In vie\v of

the i1nportance of the current issue, a
revie\v of the basic facts \Vas 1nandatory. Not only the Defense Department lawyers but also Judge Sofaer,
Legal Adviser of the State Department,
and his staff have recently conducted
such a revie\V on the AB1I Treaty, its
agreed staten1ents 1 and associated
negotiating record in full detail.
The reexa1nination of the treaty's
text, the agreed state1nents and con11non understandings acco1npanying it,
the negotiating record, and official
state111ents 1nade since 1972 sho\vs that
they have been variously interpreted as
to what ltlnds of development and
testing, as \Veil as \Vhat kinds of
research, are per1nitted, particularly
\Vith respect to future systems and con1·
ponents based on \vhat are called in the
treaty "other physical principles."
Because of the great potential contribution that deployment of systems
flowing from SDI could make to our
security, because of apparent Soviet
treaty interpretations different fro1n
ours, and because of our interest in a
rigorous iinplementation of the ABM
Treaty by both sides, we have devoted
1nuch attention to the question of ho\v
to interpret the treaty. It is our view,
based on our recent analysis of the
treaty text and all of the accompanying
records, that a broader interpretation of
our authority than that which we have
applied to restrict our SDI research pro·
gram is fully justified. This is, however,
a moot point. Our SDI research program has been structured and, for solid
reasons, \vill continue to be conducted in
accordance \vith a restrictive interpret.a-

tion of the treaty's obligations. We
believe that the SDI program can ade·
quately ans,ver those pertinent questions regarding ne\v defensive
technologies originally posed by the
President while strictly adhering to this.
n1ore restrictive interpretation.
There can be no double standard as
to the \Vay \Ve interpret our treaty
obligations vis·a-vis the inte11n·etation
the Soviets apply to those same treaty
obligations. To <lo other\Yise \Vould
outline a for1nula for potential disaster
to ou1· national security interests. In
sharp contrast to Soviet behavior, 01u·
conservative and principled restraint
\vith respect to our O\Vn SDI progra1n
de1nonstrates, by our deeds, our
sincerity to,vard comn1it1nentsconunitinents to our Congress, to 01u·
allies, and to our respective publics.
MR. SOFAEH
This is 1ny .first appearance before your
conunittee. I am honored by yow· invitation to discuss the 1neaning of the AntiBallistic Missile Treaty \vith respect to
so-called future ABM systems or components, including so1ne 'conteinplated as
part of the Strntegic Defense Initiative.
The ABM Treaty is an important
element of our strategic. ar1ns control
structure. When the Pr~sident first an·
nounced the SDI prngi·am in March
1983, he made clear tha\ it would be
conducted "consistent \Vith our obliga·
tions [undel'] the ABM Treaty." This
coinntltJnent has been 111.aintained. The
United States has scrupµlously complied

'vi th the treaty, not,vithstanding such
clear Soviet violations of it as the
Krasnoyarsk radar station.
Broad vs. Restrictive Interpretation
Soviet violations of the ABM Treaty,
the iinple1nentation of our SDI program,
and the ongoing arn1s negotiations at
Geneva recently caused va1·ious agencies
to consider more thoroughly than ever
before the appropriate interpretation of
the ABM Treaty as it relates to futm·e
or 11 exotic11 syste1ns. By that, I mean
defensive systerns that serve the sarne
functions as ABM systems and components but that use devices b~sed on
technology not understood in 1972 'vhen
the treaty was negotiated and that are
capable of substituting for ABM in·
terceptor 1nissiles, launchers, and
radars. This exarnination has led to the
conclusion that a reading of the ABM
Treaty that would allow the develop·
ment and testing of such systems based
on physical principles other than those
understood in 1972 is wholly justified.
At the san1e time, ho,vever, I 'vant
to e1nphasize a critical point rnade by
Secretary Shultz in his speech to the
North Atlantic Assembly last week:
"[O]m· SDI research prngram has been
structured and, as the President has
reaffirmed [on October ll], will continue
to be conducted in accordance with a
restrictive interpretation of the treaty's
obligations. 11 Secretary Shultz assured
our NATO allies of "[o]ur commitment
to pursue the program as currently
structured, 'vhich is consistent 'vith a
restrictive interpretation of our obligations under the ABM Treaty." Accord·
ingly, he described the debate over the
t'vo interpretations as 11 1noot." The
issue may have practical significance
only when the SDI program has reached
the point at which questions regardh1g
the feasibility of strategic defense have
been answered and engineering development, 'vith a vie'v to deployinent,
becomes a real option.
I 'vas 'veil a'vare 'vhen I began rny
work on this issue that several officials
associated with the SALT I [strategic
arms limitation talks] negotiations and
others still in the government had ad·
vanced the view that the ABM Treaty
is unambiguous in its treatment of such
future systems. They argued that article
V of the treaty forbids development,
testing, or deployment of any futm·e
ABM systems and components other
than those that are fixed land-based.
They read Agreed Statement D as rele·
vant only to fixed land-based systems
and components, arguing that it pennits
11
creation 11 of such syste1ns and components 'vhen they are based on 11 other
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strategic missiles in flight falls within
the definition. These persons argue that
the tlU"ee components identified in that
paragraph-missiles, launchers, and
radars-are merely listed as the
elements that an ABM system is "eur·
rently consisting of' and that all future
components of a system that satisfies
the functional definition are also covered
by article 11(1). Only when anned with
these meanii1gs can proponents rely on
article V(l) as a ban on development,
testing, and deployment of all nonfixed,
land-based systems or con1ponents,
\Vhether current or future.

physical principles" but conditions their
deployment on agreement between the
parties on specific limitations. Other
persons 'vere contending, ho,vever, that
this "restrictive" vie'v of the ABM
Treaty is based on unilateral assertions
by U.S. negotiators; that the treaty is
a1nbiguous; and that the negotiating
record supports a broader vie'v of our
freedom to develop, test, and deploy
future syste1ns.
My study of the treaty led me to
conclude that its language is ambiguous
and can more i·easonably be read to
support a broader interpretation. An
examination of the tlu·ee provisions
prirnarily ~.t issue ·'vill den1onstrate ,vhy
this is1SO,,"/

Shortcomings of the Restrictive
Interpretation

• Article 11(1) defines an "ABM
This reading of the treaty is plausible,
system" as "a systein to counter
but it is not the only reasonable
strategic-ballistic missiles or their
reading; on the contrary, it has serious
elements in flight trajectory,. ct1r~et1tly .
'shorteomi,ngs,,'l'he premise that article
consisting or' ABM interceptor missiles, '
11(1) defines "ABM system" in a func·
ABM launchers,m1,d ABM r~d"l·s.
tiOnal 1nanu~r; ineant. tQ)inClude all
• Article V(l) provides that the
future systems and con1ponents, is difparties agree "not to develop, test, or
ficult to sustain. The provision can more
deploy ABM systems. or components
reasonably be read to mean that the
'vhich are sea-based, air-based, space·
systems contemplated by the treaty are
based, or mobile land-based."
those that serve the functions described
• Agreed Statement D, a side agree·
and that currently consist of the listed
1nent that accompanies the treaty, pro·
con1ponents. The treaty's other provivides as follo,vs:
sions consistently use the plu·ases
In order to ins1u·e fulfillment of the
"ABM system" and "components'-' in
obligation not to deploy AB1'-1 systems and
contexts that reflect that the parties
their conlponents except as provided in
'vere referring to syste1ns and coinArticle 111 of the Treaty, the Pruties agree
ponents based on known technology.
that in the event AB1il syste1ns based on
Article 11(2), for example, further
other physical principles and including comdescribes the "ABM systern components
ponents capable of substituting for ABrt1
listed in paragraph 1 of this Article," to
interceptor missiles, ABrtf launchers, or AB~!
radars arc created in the future, specific
include those that are operational, being
limitations on such syste1ns and their compotested, under construction, etc.-thereby
nents would be subject to discussion in
indicating that the definition in article
accordance with Article XIII and agreen1ent
11(1) was not merely illustrative but was
in accordance \vith Article XIV of the
intended
to describe the actual com·
Treaty.
ponents covered by the treaty. To take
The restrictive inte11n·etation rests
another example, article V(2) sets limits
on the premise that article V(l) is clear
on the types of "launchers" that may be
on its face: it says no development,
developed, tested, or deployed-thus i·e·
testing, or deployment of "ABM
fleeting, in the sante article as the
systems or cornponents" other than
alleged prnhibition on future mobile
those that are fixed land-based. But this
systems and components, an exclusive
language does not settle the issue of the
conce111 for one of the current co1narticle's applicability to future systems
ponents listed in article 11(1).
and components. That issue depends on
Systems and components based on
the meaning of the term "ABM systems
future technology are not discussed
or components": is that phrase lhnited
anywhere in the treaty other than in
to syste1ns and components based on
Agreed Statement D. In that provision,
then-current technology, or does it
the parties felt a need to qualify the
also include those based on future
ter1n-syste1ns and compQnents created
technology?
in the future-with the phrase "based
In attempting to answer this queson other physical principles." If "ABM
tion, one must turn to the definition of
system" and "con1ponents" actually
"ABM system" in article 11(1). Pro·
m~m1t all systems or devices that could
ponents of the reStrictive vie'v contend
serve ABM functions, whether based on
that this definition is functional:
present or futm·e technolpgy, the parties
anything ever conceived that could
would not have needed tQ qualify these
serve the function of countering
terms in Agreed Statement D. That this
c
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qualification was added suggests that
the definitions of "ABM system" and
"co1nponent11 in article II(l) extended
only to those based on presently utilized
physical principles and not on "other"
ones.
The existence of Agreed Statement
D poses a fundamental problem for the
restrictive vie\v. Nothing in that st.atement suggests that it applies only to
future systems that are fixed land·
based; on the contrary, it addresses all
AB~f systeins and coinponents that are
"based on other physical principles."
~1oreover, the restrictive inte11n·etation
\Vould render this provision superfluous.
If article II(l) extended to all ABM
systen1s and coinponents, based on
present as \Yell as on future technology,
then article III implicitly would have
banned all future fixed land-based
systen1s and con1ponents. Such an interpretation, by rendering a portion of a
treaty superfluous, violates accepted
canons of construction.
rrhe serious difficulties of construction created by the restrictive reading
are avoided if one reads articles !I(!)
and V(l) as referring only to ABM
systems and con1ponents based on currently utilized physical principles. Read
in this 1nannel', the treaty establishes a
coherent, nonredundant scheme that
prohibits:
• The deployment of all fixed landbased syste1ns and con1ponents derived
fron1 current technological principles,
except as specifical1y per1nitted
(article Ill);
• The develop1nent 1 testing, and
deployment of all mobile systems and
con1ponents derived from ctu·rent technological principles (article V(l)); and
• The deployment of all forms of
systems and cornponents derived fron1
"other" physical principles until after
agreen1ent on specific limitations
(Agreed Statement D).
Other reasonable constructions of
the treaty have been advanced, but I
think that the arguments that I have
presented serve to deinonstrate the ambiguities present in the text of the ABM
Treaty.
Historical Support
for a Broader Interpretation
Under i.nte111ational la\v, as under
U.S. don1estic la\v, once an agree1nent
has been found a1nbiguous, one must

seek guidance in the circu1nstances surrounding the drafting of the agreement.
Thus, in the present situation, once \Ve
concluded that the treaty is ambiguous,
\\'e tm·ned to the negotiating record to
see \Vhich of the possible constructions
n1ost accurately reflects the parties'
intentions.
Examining the negotiating record
for the ABM 'll·eaty presented some
real, albeit mundane, difficulties. No
single agency has systematically col·
lected and preserved the entire record
in a readily usable fo11n. My staff and I,
therefore, obtained from various sources
everything that we could find that
might be relevant to the issue of future
systems and components. Because \Ve
are still in the process of collecting
1naterial1 I cannot tell you \vith cer·
tainty that I know every single step in
the negotiating process. But \Ve are far
enough along that I can say with confidence that a 1nuch stronger case exists
in the record for the broader interpretation of the treaty than for the restl"ic·
tive inte111retation.
The entil'e negotiating record is
classified, and I, therefore, cannot
reveal any detail in open session. If,
after this public session, the coinmittee
chooses to go into executive session, I
\Vill be free to explain lnuch tnore. I can
tell you in general, ho\vever, that I personally reviewed all of the significant
statements and drafts in the available
negotiating history regarding future
systems. I reached the firm conclusion
that, although the U.S. delegates ini·
tially sought to ban development and
testing of nonland·based systems or
components based on futtu·e technology,
the Soviets refused to go along, and no
such agreeinent \Vas reached. The
Soviets stubbomly resisted U.S. at·
tempts to adopt in the body of the
treaty any linlits on such systems or
components based on futw·e technology;
their arguments rested on a professed
tunviHingness to deal \vith unknown
devices or technology. The farthest the
Soviets were \villing to go with respect
to such future systen1s or coinponents
\Vas to adopt a side agreen1ent prohibiting only the deployment of such
systems and co1nponents 1 once created,
until the parties agreed on specific
limitations. 'rhe parties did not agree to
ban development and testing of such
systeins or components, \vhether on land
or in sp~ce.
The negotiating record also contains
strong support for a reading of article
Il(l) that restricts the definitions of
"ABM systemll and "components" to

those based on current physical principles. The Soviets specifically sought to
prevent broad definitions of these
terms, and our negotiators acceded to
their \Vi.shes. Moreover, our negotiators
ultimately convinced the Soviets to
adopt Agreed Statement D by arguing
that, without it, the treaty would leave
the parties free to deploy systems or
components based on other physical
principles, such as lasers.
I atn a\vare that soine U.S.
negotiators in the SALT I talks assert
that they achieved a total ban on the
develop1nent 1 testing, and deployment of
all future mobile systen1s and ·components, including those based on other
physical principles. The negotiating
history contains suggestions as to \Vhy
they reached their conclusions. But the
record of the negotiations fails to
demonstrate that they actually succeeded in achieving their objective. On
the contrary, the record reflects that
they failed to obtain the ban they
sought and that \Ve could never have enforced such a ban against the Soviets.
Treaties, like other agreeinents, are enforceable only to the extent they create
mutual rights and duties. In effect,
because the Soviets succeeded in avoiding a broad, binding com1nitn1ent regarding the development and testing of
mobile systeins and co1nponents based
on future technology, \Ve cannot pro·
perly be said to be bound by such a
co1nmit1nent.
Conclusion
I \Vish to close by reiterating a critical

point. Nohvithstanding our belief in the
merits of the broade1· interpretation, the
President has decided to pursue the SDI
progra1n as currently structured, \Vhich
can be acconunodated \vithin the con·
fines of the "restrictive" interpretation-nainely, research into, but not
development or testing of, systeins or
components based on future technology
and capable of substituting for ABM in·
terceptors, launchers, or radars.II
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